
April’s Antidotes  
(As published in April’s edition of Nacelle) 

 
 
Hey, it seems that February has been another largely blank month -  but with one notable 
exception, in that a small, but perfectly formed band of 3 (Sandra, Rocket Rodger and myself) 
went on a trip to the MCN show at the Excel arena in picturesque East London.  For those of 
you who like a description of ride outs, I will give you the detail.   
 
We set of from the delightful connoisseur’s eatery known locally as My Place and took the 
dullest road in the UK (the A127) west towards London, only being relieved from the tedium 
by joining the fabulously nondescript M25, after which we joined the anti-climactic bit of 
the A13 (how Billy Bragg managed to write a song about this very ordinary strip of tarmac is 
beyond me.  It is a tribute to his writing abilities that he managed to create something worth 
listening to out of such an unpromising subject).   What might have added insult to injury 
was that we took the same route home!   It was though enlivened by having to engage in an 
absolute master class in lane splitting for most of the way back. 
There can be few greater pleasures in life than gliding past a Lamborghini at 25mph knowing 
he/she will be stationary for a further 15 minutes (ah the joys of motorcycling). 
 
To the show, it was vast.  We spent a lot of time engaging with many beautiful motorcycles 
and trying to buy things, I think only Roger parted with money beyond coffee and cake.  
The stars of the show were the Triumph Tiger 1200 GT that Roger felt fitted him perfectly, 
the Bonneville T120 that I have always lusted after and may someday possess.  
Outside of the Triumph stable, I sat on a Honda Goldwing that may have been blessed with 
the most comfortable seat to have graced any motorcycle, but feels about the same size as 
a Ford Mondeo.  Then the latest, hand built in Bolton, CCM  which was arguably the 
prettiest bike on show.  
 
Finally, a mention should go to the quirky but expensive Langen, that has the looks of a 
supermodel you might wish to date one,  but you probably wouldn’t marry one.  It is a 250cc 
2 stroke that develops a claimed 75 bhp and weighs in at 114kg. One has to ask what is it for. 
You could pose around on it but ride it any distance and you might wish it were something 
else. So, it might be a track day bike but despite the impressive figures for a 250 it would be 
easily out gunned by the likes of a Hayabusa or even a fairly standard Thruxton.  Anyway, as 
it was made in Wigan, I for one can forgive it any short comings. 
 
Otherwise, we have had our usual pub meetings - the only one I was present at was the 
Royal Oak, where we chatted generally about bikes, their advantages and their 
shortcomings.  We established these are not just confined to Triumph’s but extend to Suzuki 
Bandits and Honda 600’s and no doubt others. 
 
As a postscript, I have to add that year-round motorcycling has not proved to be a reality.  I 
think I have become too soft to endure the travails of winter biking also the elderly Honda 
NTV has proved a reluctant companion to the British winter so have again found myself 
behind the wheel of the Polo. 
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